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a b s t r a c t

Novel switching approaches like Optical Burst/Packet Switching have buffering imple-
mented with Fiber Delay Lines (FDLs). Previous performancemodels of the resulting buffer
only allowed for solution by numerical means, and only for one time setting: continuous,
or discrete.
With a Markov chain approach, we constructed a generic framework that encompasses

both time settings. The output includes closed-form expressions of loss probabilities and
waiting times for a rather realistic setting. This allows for exact performance comparison
of the classic M/D/1 buffer and FDL M/D/1 buffer, revealing that waiting times are (more
than) doubled in the case of FDL buffering.

© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Given the rampant ubiquity of the Internet, and the growing dependence of industries upon it, adding bandwidth to the
backbone is an essential concern. In current networks, packets travel from hop to hop in the form of light, but are converted
into electricity in order to extract header data and buffer them. In a more straightforward approach, either the packet or at
least the payload is forwarded optically without conversion, since this conversion is expected to be a bottleneck in terms of
conversion speed in the near future. In both the first approach, Optical Packet Switching (OPS) [1], and the second, Optical
Burst Switching (OBS) [2,3], optical switches need to deal with contention, that arises whenever two or more bursts (or
packets) head for the same destination at the same time. In general, a combination of wavelength conversion and buffering
offers the most viable solution to date.
Since light cannot be frozen, optical buffering is implemented by delaying the light with a set of N + 1 fibers, referred to

as Fiber Delay Lines (FDLs), with lengths that are typically a multiple of a basic value D called the granularity (a term coined
in [4]). This way of implementing, although feasible with off-the-shelf components, has several drawbacks when compared
to electronic RAM memory. The first one is the increased size: for typical OBS specifications (10 Gbps link, 100 kbit burst
sizes), one needs approximately 2 km of fiber to delay the light for the duration of a burst. A second drawback is that the
buffer provides only a limited number of delays. As a result, one cannot assign the exact delay value needed, but typically a
somewhat larger delay, equal to the exact length of the chosen line. As a result, some capacity will be lost on the outgoing
channel because, even when some bursts are present in the buffer, they may not be available yet for transmission, which
results in both increasedwaiting times and increased loss, that can bemitigated by tuning the design parameters to this end.
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The study of FDL buffers is a relatively young topic. Approximate analytic results for the finite system setting date back to
2000 [4], while the first exact results for (the stability of) an infinite systemwere obtained in a different context in [5]. Both
publications assumed the most basic system in continuous time: exponentially distributed inter-arrival times and burst
sizes. In [6], the extension of this system to the discrete-time case is considered. Throughout the years, different authors
came up with more general models in an independent way. Assuming a continuous-time setting, Murata and Kitayama
provided an extension of Callegati’s approach to the case of multiple outputs [7], while Almeida and his co-authors explored
an analysis based on theMarkov chain of the waiting times, respectively for M/M/1 [8], GI/M/1 [9], and GI/G/1 [10] (all finite
capacity). For a GI/G/1-system of infinite size, the question of stability was first studied in [11]. Assuming a discrete-time
setting, Laevens and Bruneel came up with an approximative model for general burst sizes [12], by employing a transform-
based approach; thiswas extended to general inter-arrival times in [13], anddeveloped in parallel in continuous-time in [14].
Finally, Lambert and her co-authors provided an exact numerical analysis in [15] for the case of non-degenerate buffers
(there called non-equidistant buffers, with fiber lengths not necessarily a multiple of D), and investigated the performance
of this setting in [16].
For the current contribution, however, the most relevant is [17], which presents an exact numerical solution of minimal

complexity, for a finite capacity M/G/1 FDL system in discrete-time. Taking this as a starting point, we were able to unify the
synchronous and asynchronous cases in onemodel. It turns out that the performance of any finite capacityM/G/1 FDL buffer
systemcanbe captured in onenumericalmodel, independent of the time setting. Further, by considering a specific and rather
realistic instance of themodel, we found that expressions for the loss andwaiting time probabilities can be obtained exactly
with simple closed-form expressions. Given that even a classic finite-sized M/D/1 buffer system has a more complicated
solution [18], the simpleness of the obtained expressions comes as a pleasant surprise.
This document presents the general unified model in Section 2, and its analysis in Section 3, taking the Markov chain of

assigned waiting times as a starting point. Also, it is shown how both inter-arrival times and burst sizes can take on either
continuous or discrete values. Section 4 presents the model’s application to degenerate buffers, and the associated closed-
form expressions. These are applied to various traffic settings, illustrating how a set of simple formulas can capture themain
features of an FDL buffer’s performance.

2. Model

In this section, we set out the general performancemodel of anM/G/1 FDL buffer with finite capacity.While this ismostly
in the spirit of the approach in [17] for discrete time, we here include both time settings, since the analysis of Section 3 is
mostly independent of the time setting.

2.1. General time setting

To those familiar with queueing theory, it is well-known that different time settings (continuous or discrete time)
can give rise to quite different solutions, even when the studied model has a lot in common (see for example [19] for
continuous-time, [20] for discrete-time). For the specific case of an M/G/1 FDL buffer, however, it comes out that the results
for continuous time can be converted into results for discrete timemostly in a plug-and-play fashion. Rather than developing
the analysis for both time settings at once, wewill present the results consequently, and this to avoid ambiguity. As such, the
continuous-time settingwill be adopted as given time setting throughout this paper, denotedwith CT, whereas the discrete-
time setting will be given at the end of each section as an extension, denoted DT. Since the notation is especially chosen to
fit this purpose, the discrete-time case will be obtainable by mere substitution of certain variables. Note that treating the CT
case first is an arbitrary choice, and that it is equally possible the other way around, treating the DT case first, with the CT
case as an extension thereof.
In the CT setting, all events take place in an asynchronous fashion, and time-related variables like inter-arrival times and

burst sizes can take on any positive real value. In the DT setting, events take place synchronously, at the beginning of time
slots. Therefore, all time-related variables and performance measures are expressed as multiples of the slot length, and for
example inter-arrival times and burst sizes take on only strictly positive integer values, contained in N+0 . The slot length
may be arbitrary, and is therefore not mentioned explicitly in the remainder of the paper.

2.2. FDL buffer setting

Within an optical network, the buffer is located at the output of a backbone switch, and is dedicated to a single outgoing
wavelength. We consider bursts arriving at the buffer randomly, and possibly overlapping in time. Since there is only one
wavelength to queue for, overlap during transmission should be prevented. By means of a switching matrix that allows to
send any burst to any of the delay lines, buffer control exercises a FIFO (First-In-First-Out) scheduling discipline. Of all lines,
it chooses the shortest line with sufficient length, so as to avoid overlap with the one-but-last burst. If the requested delay
exceeds the delay provided by the longest line, the burst is dropped.
Inmathematical terms, the FDL buffer is represented by a finite set of sizeN+1,A = {a0, a1, a2 . . . aN} of available delays

ai ∈ R+, i ∈ {0, 1 . . .N}, with a0 = 0 by definition. As the set of lines are intended to resolve contention, it is necessary that
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contending bursts undergo different delays, and therefore, a useful FDL set never contains the same length twice, ai 6= aj
for i 6= j. Also, we sort the line lengths ascendingly, a0 < a1 < · · · < aN . The length of the longest line, aN , is the maximum
delay the buffer can provide and is referred to as buffer capacity, while N indicates the buffer size.
The main characteristic of an optical buffer is that it cannot assign the exact delay value needed. When a non-zero delay

x ∈ R+0 is requested (x > 0) and is achievable (x ≤ aN ), a delay ai is granted from the FDL set A such that ai−1 < x ≤ ai,
i ∈ {1, 2 . . .N}. This assignment procedure can be cast in operator form as

ai = dxeA = min{y ∈ A, y ≥ x}, x ≤ aN , (1)

and will prove useful in the following. Note that negative values for x are also allowed.

2.3. Traffic assumptions

Bursts are assumed to arrive one by one; upon arrival, a burst is either accepted or dropped. We now number the bursts
in the order at which they arrive, but only assign an index to those bursts that are accepted.
With each accepted burst k, we associate an inter-arrival time Tk ∈ R+, that captures the time between the kth arrival

and the next, being the arrival of (i) burst k+1, if this next burst is accepted or (ii) a burstwithout number, if this next burst is
dropped. In the following, we assumememoryless inter-arrival times Tk, that have (in the continuous-time case) a negative-
exponential distribution, and constitute a Poisson arrival process. The inter-arrival times form a sequence of identical and
independently distributed (iid) random variables (rv’s) with common cumulative distribution function (cdf) T (x)

T (x) = Pr[Tk ≤ x] = 1− e−λx, x ∈ R+, (2)

where λ ∈ R+ denotes the arrival intensity such that E[Tk] = 1/λ. The inter-arrival times associated with dropped bursts
also follow this distribution.
With each accepted burst, we also associate a burst size Bk. The burst sizes also form a sequence of iid rv’s with a common

cdf B(x) = Pr[Bk ≤ x], x ∈ R+. The exact form of this distribution is completely general, except for the conditions that any
useful cdf has to comply with: 0 ≤ B(x) ≤ 1, B(0) = 1, limx→∞ B(x) = 1, and B(x) is non-decreasing.
For notational convenience,we introduce the series of randomvariablesUk = Bk−Tk, that enables to express the system’s

evolution in a more compact way. Their common cdf is denoted by

U(x) = Pr[Uk ≤ x] = Pr[Bk − Tk ≤ x], x ∈ R.

Taking into account the cdf of the inter-arrival times (2), we obtain that

U(x) =


eλx
∫
+∞

0
e−λudB(u), x ∈ R−,

eλx
∫
+∞

x
e−λudB(u)+ B(x), x ∈ R+.

(3)

Note that the integral part of this equation does not pose difficulties for typical burst size distributions. For example, if
the burst sizes have a common negative exponential distribution with parameter µ, we have that U(x) = eλx · µ/(λ + µ)
for x ∈ R−, and U(x) = 1 − e−µx · λ/(λ + µ) for x ∈ R+. As the analysis will point out, the input needed for analysis is
limited to knowledge of the FDL setA, T (x), B(x) and U(x) (using (2) and (3), respectively).

2.4. Model for discrete time

To translate the CT model to a discrete-time setting, only minor changes are involved.
As for the FDL buffer setting (Section 2.2), it is clear that discrete time assumes that ai ∈ N, instead of adopting real values.

Further FDL buffer assumptions remain unchanged: note that definition (1) for dxeA remains unaltered by this, although the
domain of the operator narrows down to x ∈ N.
As for the traffic assumptions (Section 2.3), we adopt the same indexing convention as for CT, and assume that at most

one arrival per slot occurs. The inter-arrival times have amemoryless distribution in DT,which constitutes a Bernoulli arrival
process. The inter-arrival times, a sequence of iid rv’s, have a common geometric distribution with cdf

T (n) = Pr[Tk ≤ n] = 1− qn, n ∈ N, (4)

where q = 1 − p, with p ∈ [0, 1]. The latter probability is also the parameter of the geometric distribution, and gives the
probability of having an arrival in an arbitrary slot, and is in tight relation with the mean value, as E[Tk] = 1/p. The burst
sizes again form a sequence of iid rv’s, now with common probability distribution function (pdf) b(n) = Pr[Bk = n] and cdf
B(n) = Pr[Bk ≤ n], n ∈ N. The latter relates to the pdf as B(n) =

∑n
i=1 b(i). The exact form of the pdf is completely general,

apart from the assumption b(0) = 0, and the (necessary) conditions 0 ≤ b(n) ≤ 1,
∑
+∞

n=1 b(n) = 1, limn→∞ B(n) = 1. The
series U(n) in DT has common cdf

U(n) = Pr[Uk ≤ n] = Pr[Bk − Tk ≤ n], n ∈ N.
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With (4), it goes that

U(n) =


q−n−1

+∞∑
i=1

b(i) · qi, n ∈ Z−,

q−n−1
+∞∑
i=n+1

b(i) · qi + B(n), n ∈ Z+.
(5)

Just like in CT, knowledge of the FDL setA, T (n), B(n) and U(n) (using (4) and (5), respectively) suffices as starting point for
the analysis in DT. The latter will be provided in Section 3.4, first we focus on the analysis of the equivalent case in CT.

3. General analysis

Given the key random variables (U(x), T (x)), together with the parameter set of the FDL lengths {a0, a1, . . . aN}, we
are in the position to tackle the analysis. Capturing the system equations (Section 3.1) in a Markov chain of waiting
times (Section 3.2) will provide an exact numerical method to obtain the steady-state waiting time probabilities and
loss probability of a CT FDL buffer, under the given assumptions of general burst sizes and a Poisson arrival process. The
complementary expressions for DT we consider in Section 3.4.

3.1. System equations

The main idea of the analysis is that the system’s evolution can be captured most easily in terms of the waiting time of a
burst, as discussed in [17]. Still using the same numbering, we associate the waiting timeWk with the kth burst, and define
it as the time between the acceptance of burst k, and the start of its transmission. Focusing on the evolution of the waiting
time from acceptance to acceptance, we observe two types of transitions, either without or with loss.

1. In case of a lossless transition, the burst that arrives just after the kth burst can be provided a sufficiently long delay, and it
goes thatWk+Uk ≤ aN , and no loss occurs. The burst is accepted and is assigned index k+1. While the delay it requests
is actuallyWk+Uk, the FDL buffer can only provide delays that are in {a0, a1 . . . aN}, as reflected in operator (1). Inferring
the waiting time of burst k+ 1 from this, we obtain

Wk+1 = dWk + UkeA. (6)

2. In case of a transition with loss, the burst that arrives just after the kth burst cannot be provided a sufficiently long delay,
and Wk + Uk > aN . More precisely, the burst that arrives just after burst k arrives ‘‘too early’’ to be accepted, and as a
result, the burst following burst k is dropped. Further, also other bursts might get lost, as long as they find the scheduling
horizon larger than the maximum achievable delay aN . The first burst to be accepted again finds a certain scheduling
horizon value below aN upon arrival. The burst itself is assigned an index k+ 1 (only accepted bursts receive an index),
whereas the exact scheduling horizon value it finds upon arrival equals aN − Tl. Here, Tl indicates the time between
the moment that the (virtual) scheduling horizon was aN , and the moment that burst k + 1 actually arrived. Due to the
memoryless nature of the arrival process, the distribution of this time period is identical to that of the inter-arrival times,
as given in (2). The resulting equation reads

Wk+1 = daN − TleA. (7)

These two system equations describe the waiting time process in a complementary and exhaustive way, and give rise to a
uniquely defined Markov chain.

3.2. Markov chain of waiting times

TheMarkov chain consists ofN+1 states, that correspond toN+1 possiblewaiting times ai, i = 0 . . .N . It is characterized
by a transition matrixMwith probabilitiesmij,

mij = Pr[Wk+1 = aj|Wk = ai], 0 ≤ i, j ≤ N.

For ease of notation, we introduce a−1 = −∞. We splitmij in two separate contributions, that correspond to the iterations
discussed in Section 3.1.

mij = Pr[aj−1 − ai < Uk ≤ aj − ai] + Pr[Uk > aN − ai] Pr[aN − aj−1 > Tk ≥ aN − aj].

With the expression for T (x) (2), and introducing U(x) (3), this can be restated as

mij = U(aj − ai)− U(aj−1 − ai)+ e−λaN [1− U(aN − ai)][eλaj − eλaj−1 ]. (8)

With these transition probabilities mij at hand, a simple numerical procedure yields the waiting times. More precisely,
the normalized Perron–Frobenius eigenvector of the matrix M contains the N + 1 different steady-state waiting time
probabilities
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lim
k→∞

Pr[Wk = an] = Pr[W = an] = w(n), 0 ≤ n ≤ N, (9)

and can easily be obtained numerically, posing no problem for the smallN we are interested in. From this, we can also define
the mean waiting time E[W ] =

∑N
n=1w(n) · an.

3.3. Loss ratio

Finally, the loss ratio is also obtainable in a straightforward manner. To find an expression for the burst loss ratio (LR),
we study the unavailable period, associated with an accepted burst k, again distinguishing between the two iterations of
Section 3.1. In case of a lossless transition, the arrival of burst k does not push the system into unavailability, and the
unavailable period following burst k equals zero. In case of a transition with loss, it takes the system a period of length
Wk + Bk − aN to become available again. Combination of both cases yields that the unavailable period, following burst k, is
given by (Wk + Bk − aN)+, where (x)+ is shorthand for max{0, x}. Invoking the memoryless nature of the arrival process,
the average number E[Xk] of lost bursts during the unavailable period following burst k equals λ · E[(Wk + Bk − aN)+]. In
terms of B(x) and thew(n), some calculation leads to

E[Xk] = λ ·

(
E[B] + E[W ] − aN +

N∑
n=0

w(n)
∫ aN−an

0
B(u)du

)
. (10)

Now, it suffices to note that, with every accepted burst, a number of E[Xk] bursts on average is dropped, resulting in a burst
loss ratio (LR)

LR = E[Xk]/(1+ E[Xk]).

3.4. Analysis for discrete time

For discrete time, the systemequations of Section 3.1 translate intoWk+1 = dWk + UkeA in the case of a lossless transition
(Wk+Uk ≤ aN ), andWk+1 = daN + 1− TkeA in case of a transition with loss (Wk+Uk > aN ). The onlyminor change is thus
the extra term in the second equation, that comes about due to a relative offset in the minimum of Tk in DT (min{Tk} = 1)
when compared to CT (min{Tk} = 0). However, for the coefficients of the Markov chain (Section 3.2), the influence of this
offset cancels out, and the expression for themij in CT (8) (with the U(x) of (3)) is equally valid for DT (with the U(n) of (5)),
if one makes the simple substitution q = e−λ. The resulting expression for DT reads

mij = U(aj − ai)− U(aj−1 − ai)+ qaN [1− U(aN − ai)][q−aj − q−aj−1 ].

As for the loss ratio (LR) in DT, it suffices to replace λ with p in expression (10), substitute the integration by a summation,
and take into account the relative offset of 1, to obtain the correct formula for DT,

E[Xk] = p ·

(
E[B] + E[W ] − aN − 1+

N∑
n=0

w(n)
aN−an∑
i=1

B(i)

)
,

that leads to the LR through LR = E[Xk]/(1+ E[Xk]).

4. Solution for degenerate buffers

In this section, we apply the general results of Section 3 to degenerate buffers, that have equidistant fiber lengths
(multiples ofD). Inspection of the transitionmatrix allows to obtain a closed-form solution for thewaiting time probabilities
and loss ratio. The discrete-time counterpart of these formulas is also given. Finally, results are applied in some numerical
examples, and compared to the performance of a classic buffer.
We note that the main motivation for a closed-form solution is not the reduction in computation time, since the method

of Section 3 can be easily implemented in software, yielding results instantly (order ofµs) for any parameter setting. Rather,
we feel that closed-formexpressions are extremely easy to use, especiallywhen their form is as simple as that of the formulas
we obtain here. Also, their simple form allows for more insight in the functioning of a FDL buffer in general.

4.1. Rather general assumptions

In the following, we will add three assumptions to the ones made in Section 2. We first treat the CT case, for which we
adopt the following: (i) we assume that the burst sizes Bk are upper-bounded by some Bmax, that is, Bk ≤ Bmax; (ii) the buffer
is degenerate, with FDL set A = {0,D, 2D, . . .ND}, with granularity D; (iii) we assume that the granularity matches the
maximum burst size Bmax, that is, D = Bmax. The DT case also assumes (i) and (ii) but not (iii) due to an offset of one: D is
chosen equal to Bmax− 1. This is explained further in Section 4.4. An explicit formula for a more general class of FDL buffers
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(a) Deterministic burst size distribution. (b) Uniform burst size distribution, with increasing range.

Fig. 1. Characterization of the threshold load. Below this load, the equidistant buffer setting, with D = Bmax , is optimal.

is presented in the Appendix, where we prove that the minimum loss rate within this class is realized using the (three)
abovementioned assumptions.
While these assumptions are helpful from a mathematical point of view, the main motivation to adopt these three

assumptions comes from the application. Especially in the case of fixed burst sizes (often considered in OBS and OPS),
this setting is a very plausible one. The first assumption trivially arises from the application. As for the second and third,
it is widely accepted that, in the case of fixed-sized bursts, it is natural to choose D equal to the size of the bursts (that is,
D = Bmax), as reported in for example [4]. In the DT case, more recent work confirms this [12], showing that D is best chosen
equal to Bmax−1 (offset of onewhen comparedwith the CT case), given that this is optimal in terms of loss as long as the load
is smaller than some threshold load of about 60%. (When the load exceeds this threshold, the optimum for the granularity
jumps to lower granularity values.) Also in DT, this is further confirmed for a more general arrival process [13]. In the case of
non-degenerate buffers, [16] illustrates that even when non-degenerate buffers are considered, the degenerate case comes
out as the optimal one for low loads, again for loads up to a threshold of about 60%. To validate this qualitative result for
a CT setting, we traced this threshold load in an exact manner, by means of the method of Section 3, for equidistant fiber
lengths. The left pane of Fig. 1, valid for any value of Bmax, shows that this threshold load is much dependent on the buffer
size when the latter is small, but flattens out for large buffer size. The latter is most interesting, as it shows that, even for
large buffer sizes, the current setting is the optimal one for a load smaller than about 58%. As such, it is a prime candidate
for implementation in an actual OBS/OPS switch.
The current setting can also be the optimal one in case of variable burst sizes, but this only for low traffic load. While

the exact value of such threshold load is much dependent of the specific burst size distribution considered, it is insightful to
verify the basic case of a uniform burst size distribution. Without loss of generality (at least for CT), we normalize the mean
burst size to E[B] = 1, and obtain a tuneable range [1− r, 1+ r] by varying the range parameter r between 0 and 1. This is
applied on the right pane of Fig. 1 to study the threshold load, for varying r , and three different buffer sizes, N ∈ {1, 2, 5}.
Firstly, the figure learns that the impact of the buffer size is only minor, since the three lines nearly coincide. Secondly, the
value of the threshold load is already low for only small variations of the burst size: the threshold load is about 21% for
range [0.9, 1.1] (r = 0.1), which is much lower than the 60% mentioned for fixed burst size. Thirdly, note that, even for
the widest possible range, [0, 2] (r = 1), the threshold load remains larger than zero. Resulting, the current setting is the
optimal one for any range of a uniform burst size distribution, but only for (really) low loads. Note that the performance
model of Section 3 allows to determine the optimal buffer setting for any given burst size distribution. However, results not
included here show that above the threshold load, the optimum is very much dependent on the traffic load and burst size
distribution range, making it impossible to identify a ‘‘best design choice’’ for the granularity for general traffic load. As such,
the setting assumed here is also an interesting point of reference in case burst lengths vary.

4.2. Transition matrix

For conciseness’ sake, we introduce additional notation, that directly relates to the parameters introduced in Section 2:

Q = e−λD, P = 1− Q ; α = U(0) =
∫ Bmax

0
e−λudB(u), β = 1− α. (11)

All four parameters have range in [0, 1] and account for probabilities. Note thatU(0) can be obtained as the Laplace-Stieltjes
transform of the burst size distribution, B∗(s), evaluated in s = −λ: U(0) = B∗(−λ). With w(n) the probability that an
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accepted burst is delayed with an (like above), it goes that
∑N
i=0w(i) ·min = w(n), for n ∈ {0, 1 . . .N}. Filling in the values

of (11) in (8) yields thatM simplifies to

M =



α β
αQ αP β

αQ 2 αPQ αP
...

...
. . .

. . . β

αQ N−1 αPQ N−2 · · · αP β

Q N PQ N−1 · · · PQ P

 (12)

wheremij = 0 if j ≥ i+ 2, for 0 ≤ i ≤ N − 2. Already of very simple form, we remark thatM further simplifies if burst sizes
are fixed to B = Bmax, since then α = Q , β = P , and the last two rows coincide.

4.3. Closed-form solution

The symmetry ofM (12) confirms that the Markov chain formulation indeed is fit for the specific problem, since it allows
us to obtain a closed-form solution for thewaiting time probabilities and the loss ratio. Starting point is following expression,
obtainable by evaluating

∑N
i=0w(i) ·min = w(n), providing us with N + 1 conditions for thew(n) (1 ≤ n ≤ N − 1):

βw(n− 1)+ αP
N−1−n∑
i=0

Q iw(n+ i)+ PQ N−nw(N) = w(n), 1 ≤ n ≤ N − 1.

Adding the evaluation of the matrix expression for w(N), w(N) = w(N − 1) · β/Q , and the normalization condition,∑N
n=0w(n) = 1, provides us with N + 1 conditions for the w(n), sufficient for a unique solution. Some calculation shows

that the waiting time probabilities for accepted burstsw(n) have a truncated (shifted) geometric distribution,

w(n) = Gn ·
1− G
1− GN+1

, 0 ≤ i ≤ N, (13)

with G = β/Q . The mean waiting time E[Wk] of an arbitrary accepted burst k is directly derived from this, as

E[Wk] = D ·
(
G
1− G

−
(N + 1)GN+1

1− GN+1

)
. (14)

In the case that G < 1 (which is the stability condition for the infinite system, see [14] or in the Appendix), one can compare
this to the expression of themeanwaiting time for infinite buffer size. In the Appendix we have shown that the latter equals
D ·G/(1−G). For the finite system considered here, expression (14) for the mean waiting time remains valid also for G > 1,
while forG = 1, thew(n) are distributed uniformly,w(n) = 1/(N+1), 0 ≤ n ≤ N , withmeanwaiting time E[Wk] = N ·D/2.
To obtain the loss ratio (LR), like in Section 3.3, we consider again E[Xk], the average number of lost bursts during the

unavailable period followingburst k, that is nowcapturedby the simple expression E[Xk] = λE[Bk]w(N). The same reasoning
as in Section 3.3 leads to

LR =
ρGN(1− G)

ρGN(1− G)+ 1− GN+1
, (15)

with ρ = λE[Bk] the traffic load. As such, the closed-form solution comprises (13) and (15), and is of particularly simple
form.
If burst sizes are fixed to Bmax, (15) can be written easily in terms of only the traffic load ρ, since then G = eρ − 1. It

comes out that this is even somewhat simpler than the solution for a classic M/D/1 buffer of size N + 1 [18], for which the
loss ratio LRc (c for classic) is expressed by

LRc =
1+ (ρ − 1)FN
2+ (2ρ − 1)FN

, (16)

with Fi =
∑i
k=0

(−1)k

k! (i− k)
ke(i−k)ρρk. The same goes for the expressions for the mean waiting time, since the mean waiting

E[W ck ] for a classic M/D/1 buffer of size N + 1 [18], with burst sizes fixed to D, is given by

E[W ck ] = D ·

N −
N∑
i=0
Fi − N − 1

ρFN

 , (17)
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(a) How r impacts the waiting time. (b) How r impacts the loss ratio.

Fig. 2. Impact of increase of the range of the uniform burst size distribution. The traffic load is fixed to 40%, E[Bk] is normalized to 1, while the range
[1− r, 1+ r] increases along with r .

with the same Fi as above, which is clearly somewhat more involving than (14). A comparison of the performance of both
systems is given in Section 4.5.2.
Finally, notwithstanding the solution’s simpleness, remark that the waiting time process (13) only takes in G = β/Q as

an argument, whereas the loss process (15) involves both G and ρ. This asymmetry does not come about for a classic system,
and again illustrates that the FDL buffer model cannot be reduced into a simpler equivalent (classic) buffer model, and thus
calls for an analysis in its own right.

4.4. Closed-form solution for discrete time

To account for discrete time, a slight change in the third assumption of Section 4.1 comes about: it suffices to assume
that the granularity equals Bmax−1, that is, D = Bmax−1, and this (as in Section 3.4) due to a relative offset in theminimum
of Tk in DT (min{Tk} = 1) when compared to CT (min{Tk} = 0). We adopt the notation of Section 2.4, and add the following
four parameters (complementary to (11)),

Q = qD, P = 1− Q ; α = U(0) =
Bmax∑
n=1

b(n)qn−1, β = 1− α. (18)

Substituting these parameters, thematrixM for CT is equally valid for DT, and yields the same formulas for thewaiting times
probabilitiesw(n) and the mean waiting time, (9) and (14), respectively. Only the LR has a slightly different form, again due
to the aforementioned relative offset. Themean number of lost bursts during the unavailable period following burst k is now
E[Xk] = p(E[Bk] − 1)w(N), which results in the following expression for the LR,

LR =
p(E[Bk] − 1)GN(1− G)

p(E[Bk] − 1)GN(1− G)+ 1− GN+1
.

For fixed burst sizes, E[Bk] = Bmax, ρ = pBmax and G = q−D − 1.

4.5. Numerical example

The analysis of Section 3 allows to trace FDL buffer performance for any burst size distribution, and this for both
degenerate (with any granularity) and non-degenerate FDL lengths, and for both the synchronous and asynchronous time
setting. However, the CT closed-form solution being the main novelty of this contribution, with a setting that is a good
candidate for implementation (see Section 4.1), we focus here on exactly this.

4.5.1. Uniform burst size distribution
In a first numerical example, displayed in Fig. 2, we consider burst sizes with a uniform distribution. The traffic load

is fixed to 40%; the burst size distribution has the same (normalized) characteristics as the one considered in Section 4.1:
E[Bk] = 1, with a range [1 − r, 1 + r] that can be tuned by varying the range parameter r . The left pane of Fig. 2 shows
the average waiting time of accepted bursts, for five different buffer sizes, N ∈ {1, 3, 5, 10, 20}, (N also being the number
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(a) Absolute values of the waiting times. (b) Ratio of the waiting times.

Fig. 3. Average waiting times of the classic and the optical M/D/1 buffer of finite size, for increasing traffic load.

of lines with non-zero length) as a function of the range parameter r; the values are obtained from (14). Firstly, it comes as
no surprise that the average waiting time increases when the buffer size augments. This can be learned immediately from
(14), and it is also the case for classic buffers. Note that the average waiting time for an infinite-sized buffer system is also
on display, since for the parameter settings considered, the difference with the curve for N = 20 is negligible. Most relevant
now is the observation that performance degrades as the burst size range increases, a performance loss that is inherent to
the FDL buffer system.
The right pane of Fig. 2 displays the loss ratio for the same setting, and is obtained from (15). Although increasing the

buffer size indeed lowers the loss for any burst size range, it is clear that loss is mitigated much more effectively when
the burst size range is limited. This again confirms that performance worsens as the burst size range increases. Taking into
account also results not shown here, we conclude that an FDL buffer in general yields better performance when burst sizes
are fixed than in the case where the latter vary.

4.5.2. Deterministic burst size distribution
In a second numerical example, we focus on a case with better performance, with burst sizes fixed. More particularly,

we compare its performance with that of a classic M/D/1 buffer of size N + 1 (N places available for waiting, 1 for serving),
with burst sizes fixed to Bmax = D.
Note that this is indeed a fair comparison, which is not necessarily so in the case of general burst sizes. More precisely,

the FDL buffer suffers loss from so-called balking: bursts are lost, whenever the requested waiting time exceeds the buffer
capacity ND. In a classic buffer of size N + 1, loss occurs when all N + 1 places (N for waiting, 1 for serving) are occupied. As
such, the loss process is determined by either thewaiting time characteristics, or the number of bursts in queue, respectively.
However, due to the fact that burst size is fixed, limiting the waiting time to ND yields the same loss condition as limiting
the number of places available for waiting to N (classic buffer case).
The left pane of Fig. 3 displays themeanwaiting time, for three different buffer sizes,N ∈ {1, 2, 5}, with E[Bk] = Bmax = 1,

and varying traffic load ρ = λBmax. The continuous curves are valid for an FDL buffer, and are obtained from (14) (with
G = eρ − 1); the dotted curves account for the classic buffer case, and are calculated using (17). As can be seen, the
performance gap between the classic and the FDL case is considerable, with the discrepancy growing for increasing traffic
load. On the other hand, for low load, the curves for the classic case converge to one value, while those of the FDL case do
too, but for a different value of the average waiting time.
Inspecting this, the right pane of Fig. 3 studies the mean waiting time ratio of the FDL case and the classic case,

E[Wk]/E[W ck ], for five different buffer sizes, N ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. Most interestingly, it comes out that, in the limit of the load
approaching zero, this ratio is exactly 2, and this independent of the buffer size. Although not self-evident, this observation
comeswith an intuitive explanation.More precisely, the case of very low load implies that the buffer is almost always empty.
If a burst has to wait (and thus is buffered), it will nearly always be because exactly one burst (and not more) is receiving
service. On the one hand, in a classic systemwith a Poisson arrival process, the waiting time of such burst (also, the residual
service time of the previous burst) is half of the burst size on average, D/2. On the other hand, in an FDL buffer systemwith a
Poisson arrival process, the residual service time of the previous burst is also D/2 if the load is near to zero. However, given
the FDL buffer’s functioning, waiting time has to be a multiple of D, and such burst always gets assigned D in the FDL buffer
system.
Concluding, FDL M/D/1 buffers see waiting times doubled when compared to their classic counterpart, at least for low

load. For larger loads, the right pane of Fig. 3 shows that the performance gap is largest for a traffic load between 40% and
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80%. This gap then decreases for augmenting load, and becomes minimal when the system is in overload (>100%). The
latter being a less interesting regime in practice, we conclude that, for loads<80%, the waiting times in M/D/1 FDL buffers
are usually more than doubled (except for N = 1), when compared to those of the classic M/D/1 buffer.

5. Conclusion

This document presents an exact numerical solution method for both synchronous and asynchronous buffers, fed by a
memoryless arrival process. The model traces the waiting time process, that is updated with the assigned waiting time,
whenever a burst is accepted. Since the waiting times correspond to the lengths of the Fiber Delay Lines (FDLs), the state
space is limited, and allows for an effective implementation. Themethod yields (i) the steady-statewaiting timeprobabilities
and, by considering the unavailable periods, (ii) the loss ratio. Implemented in software, themodel allows for instant results,
for a wide variety of parameter settings. For a particular parameter setting, that is also a good candidate for implementation
in an actual OBS/OPS switch, the model allows one to obtain closed-form expressions for waiting time probabilities and loss
ratio. The output of the latter was illustrated with some numerical examples, confirming the severe impact of burst size
variation on buffer performance. Also, numerical comparison reveals that waiting times in the FDL M/D/1 buffer system are
(more than) doubled, when compared to those of the classic M/D/1 buffer.

Appendix

In this section we present a closed-form solution for the waiting time probabilities and loss ratio when relaxing some
of the assumptions made in Section 4. We first treat the CT case for which we assume (i) that the burst sizes Bk are upper-
bounded by some Bmax; (ii) the difference between two successive FDL lengths has to be larger than or equal to Bmax, i.e.,
aj − aj−1 ≥ Bmax for j ∈ {1, . . . ,N}. The DT case also assumes (i) and besides, due to an offset of one in the minimum of Tk
in DT (min{Tk} = 1) when compared to CT, aj − aj−1 ≥ Bmax − 1 for j ∈ {1, . . . ,N}.

A.1. Closed-form solution for continuous time

We introduce the following notations:

Qi = e−λ(ai−ai−1), Pi = 1− Qi, (19)

with i = 1, . . . ,N . The transition matrixM for this setup is given by

M =



α β 0 . . . . . . . . . 0
αQ1 αP1 β 0 . . . . . . 0
αQ2Q1 αQ2P1 αP2 β 0 . . . 0

αQ3Q2Q1 αQ3Q2P1 αQ3P2
. . .

. . .
. . . 0

...
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . . β 0

αQN−1 . . .Q1 αQN−1 . . .Q2P1 · · ·
. . .

. . . αPN−1 β
QN . . .Q1 QN . . .Q2P1 · · · · · · · · · QNPN−1 PN


, (20)

where α and β are defined in (11). Noting that
∏i
k=1 Qk = e

−λai , it is readily checked that the waiting time probabilities for
accepted burstsw(i) are given by

w(i) =
β ieλai

1+
N∑
k=1
βkeλak

0 ≤ i ≤ N. (21)

The loss ratio can be obtained by looking at the average number of lost bursts during the unavailable period following burst
k, i.e., E[Xk] = ρw(N). This leads to

LR =
ρβN

ρβN +
N∑
k=0
βke−λ(aN−ak)

. (22)

From (22) we can conclude that the optimal combination of FDL lengths, i.e., the combination that causes minimal loss,
is found by setting ai = iBmax (that is by making the difference between successive FDL lengths minimal). This can be
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understood as follows:

LR is minimal ⇔
N∑
k=0

βke−λ(aN−ak) is maximal

⇔ e−λ(aN−ak) is maximal
⇔ aN − ak is minimal.

A.2. Closed-form solution for discrete time

In DT we have a minor change in the FDL length assumptions (i.e., ai − ai−1 ≥ Bmax − 1). The matrix M for CT (20) is
equally valid for DT when substituting the following parameters:

Qi = qai−ai−1 , Pi = 1− Qi, (23)

with i = 1, . . . ,N and α and β are defined in (18). Similar to the CT case, the waiting time probabilities w(i) and the loss
ratio LR are found as:

w(i) =
β iqai

1+
N∑
k=1
βkqak

0 ≤ i ≤ N, (24)

LR =
p(E[Bk] − 1)βN

p(E[Bk] − 1)βN +
N∑
k=0
βkq−(aN−ak)

. (25)

A.3. Infinite buffer size

Analogue to Section 4, the transition matrix for the infinite case is given by

M∞ =



α β 0 . . . . . . . . . 0 . . .
αQ αP β 0 . . . . . . 0 . . .

αQ 2 αPQ αP β 0 . . . 0 . . .

αQ 3 αPQ 2 αPQ
. . .

. . .
. . . 0 . . .

...
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . . β 0 . . .

αQ k αPQ k−1 αPQ k−2
. . .

. . . αP β
. . .

...
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .
. . .


, (26)

where α, β,Q and P are defined in (11). This Markov chain fits within the GI/M/1-type Markov chain paradigm introduced
by Neuts [21] (by setting A0 = β and Ai = αPQ i−1). Moreover, it is a scalar GI/M/1-type Markov chain and as such provided
that it exists, its invariant vector has a geometric form, i.e., w(i) = r i(1 − r) (with i = 0, 1, . . .), where r is the smallest
non-negative solution in (0, 1) of r =

∑
i≥0 r

iAi, yielding

r = β +
∞∑
i=0

αPQ ir i+1 (27)

= β + αPr
∞∑
i=0

(Qr)i (28)

= β
αPr
1− Qr

, (29)

Eq. (29) is a quadratic equation and its smallest nonnegative solution is given by r = β/Q = G. As a consequence the
waiting time probabilities and the mean waiting time of an infinite buffer are given by

w(i) = Gi(1− G), (30)

E[Wk] =
DG
1− G

. (31)

The invariant vector of a scalar GI/M/1-type Markov chain exists if and only if
∑
i≥1 iAi > 1 (see [21]), meaning
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αP
∑
i≥1

iQ i−1 = α/(1− Q ) > 1,

which is equivalent to having G = β/Q < 1.
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